[Socioeconomic status and gender. Manifestations of social inequality in psychiatric diseases].
This paper is concerned with the relationship between social inequality and psychiatric disorders, an issue being neglected in German psychiatry for a long time. Social inequality will be discussed in it's dimensions "socioeconomic status" and "sex" referring to the present state of epidemiological and sociological knowledge. Because such macro-social factors offer little explanation for the association with psychiatric disorders by themselves micro-social concepts of burden and resources are necessary to link the structural and the individual level. These concepts are considered to be one pathway by which the mechanisms to disease may occur. A short review of empirical findings and analytic approaches show the complexity of these mechanisms requiring further research not only because of analytic deficiencies but also because of social change. Further research will concern in general the explanation of social patterns of diseases, in detail the link between individual stress and coping with the social structure, and last but not least a gender-sensitive approach to psychiatric disorders which is more differentiated.